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By Jay Rogers 
Published December 7, 2011

Killing Places:

Today’s Women Medical Center
3250 South Dixie Highway
Miami, FL 33133

A Eve’s Clinic and Referral Service
3900 Northwest 79th Avenue #575
Miami, FL 33166

Eve of Kendall
8603 S Dixie Highway Ste 102 
Miami FL 33143

Home:

80 Palm Ave
Miami Beach, FL 33139

View Florida Abortionists in a larger map

Born in Chelyabinsk, Russia. Vladimir Rosenthal is the husband of Mira Rosenthal. “A Eve” maybe reference to
Mira’s first name. They are Russian Jews who likely fled Soviet anti-Semitic policy. Also listed as “Vlad Van
Rosenthal.”

YOB: June 1951

Speaks: Creole, Spanish, Russian

A Doctor’s Office for Women North, Inc.
A Medical Office for Women, Inc.
Doctor’s Office for Women, Inc.
Rosenthal Builders, Inc.
Rosenthal, Inc.
Rosenthal Leasing, Inc.
Vladimir Rosenthal, M.D., P.A.
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1. Corporation WikiMap

2. Corporation WikiMap

Clinic employees fired for reporting abortionist
In 1990, the Miami Herald interviewed former employees of the South Florida Today’s Women’s Medical Center
abortion clinic.

The employees told the newspaper that they were fired when clinic owner Vladimar Rosenthal heard that they were on
the phone complaining to the National Abortion Federation (NAF) about the conditions at the clinic. Rosenthal’s clinic
was reportedly a member of NAF at the time.

Employees told the Herald that Vladimir, the owner (a male doctor) and Hill, the male nurse anesthetist were often
alone with the female patients. When the state inspected the clinic they found several revealing photographs of
females in the possession of the male nurse at the clinic.

The Florida Medical Board passed a disciplinary action against male abortion clinic nurse Barry A. Hill, who was
employed at the Today’s Woman Medical Center, a South Florida abortion clinic chain owned by abortionist Dr.
Vladimar Rosenthal. On October 26, 1989 Florida’s Department of Health and Human Services inspector Diane Robie
discovered two envelopes in the abortion clinic containing pictures of several women undressed with their legs apart.
According to State Medical Board reports the perineal area was the focal point of the photographer. Hill, the abortion
clinic’s anesthetist, claimed ownership of the photographs.

Former employees of the abortion clinic spoke to the Miami Herald where they stated they saw Hill fondling the
breasts of several female patients while they were under anesthesia.

Employee, Denise Fong Choy told the Florida Department of Professional Regulations (case # 89-010853)
investigators that she was hired as a counselor at the South Dixie Highway clinic. She said she was fired after one and
a half years of employment after becoming very concerned about the liabilities for doing certain procedures without
licensed personnel in attendance.

She called the National Abortion Federation and was overheard by someone at the clinic. She claims that when
Rosenthal found out about the call, he fired her.

Neat Rodriguez was also an employee of Rosenthal’s at the Today’s Women abortion clinic. She was NOT a high
school graduate and had been hired by Rosenthal to in her words, “do everything” at the clinic.

She was also overheard complaining to the National Abortion Federation about Rosenthal and she claims that is why
he fired her as well.
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Dr. Francis Schaeffer - A Christian Manifesto (DVD)

That Swiss Hermit Strikes Again!

Dr. Schaeffer, who was one of the most influential Christian thinkers in the twentieth century, shows that secular
humanism has displaced the Judeo-Christian consensus that once defined our nation’s moral boundaries. Law,
education, and medicine have all been reshaped for the worse as a consequence. America’s dominant worldview
changed, Schaeffer charges, when Christians weren’t looking.

Schaeffer lists two reasons for evangelical indifference: a false concept of spirituality and fear. He calls on believers to
stand against the tyranny and moral chaos that come when humanism reigns-and warns that believers may, at some
point, be forced to make the hard choice between obeying God or Caesar. A Christian Manifesto is a thought-
provoking and bracing Christian analysis of American culture and the obligation Christians have to engage the culture
with the claims of Christ.

Special discount price:
DVD $19.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

Freedom: The Model of Christian Liberty (DVD)

“Give me liberty or give me death!”

Patrick Henry’s famous declaration not only helped launch the War for Independence, it also perfectly summarized the
mindset that gave birth to, and sustained, the unprecedented experiment in Christian liberty that was America.

http://rpc.textpattern.com/help/?item=textile_comments&language=en-us
http://www.forerunner.com/video/francis-schaeffer-a-christian-manifesto-dvd
http://www.forerunner.com/video/francis-schaeffer-a-christian-manifesto-dvd
http://www.forerunner.com/video/freedom.html
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The freedom our Founders envisioned was not freedom from suffering, want, or hard work. Nor was it freedom to
indulge every appetite or whim without restraint—that would merely be servitude to a different master. No, the
Founders’ passion was to live free before God, unfettered by the chains of autocracy, shackles that slowly but
inexorably bind men when the governments they fashion fail to recognize and uphold freedom’s singular, foundational
truth: that all men are created in the image of God, and are thereby co-equally endowed with the right to “life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.”

This presentation is a similar call, not to one but many. By reintroducing the principles of freedom that gave birth to
America, it is our prayer that Jesus, the true and only ruler over the nations, will once again be our acknowledged
Sovereign, that we may again know and exult in the great truth that “where the Spirit of the LORD is, there is liberty”
(2 Cor. 3:17).

Welcome to the Second American Revolution!

This DVD features “Liberty: The Model of Christian Liberty” along with “Dawn’s Early Light: A Brief History of
America’s Christian Foundations.” Bonus features include a humorous but instructive collection of campaign ads and
Eric Holmberg’s controversial YouTube challenge concerning Mitt Romney’s campaign for president.

Special discount price:
DVD $14.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

Abortion Clinic 911 Calls (DVD)

Exposes the Dangers of Abortion to Women!

These shocking eyewitness accounts expose the dangers of abortion not only to unborn children, but to the health and
lives women as well. An antidote to the smokescreens of the liberal media, these short clips show what really happens
in and around abortion clinics.

Although the content is emotionally gut-wrenching, these videos have been used in church seminars and small groups
to educate Christians on the abortion issue and to lead people toward a pro-life position. Contains 2 hours and 40
minutes of materials that can be shown separately.

Watch these pro-life videos on-line.

“These videos helped change my mind from pro-choice to pro-life. Your videos are what did it for me. I will be walking
in next year’s March For Life in San Francisco.” — A. Jackson, California

http://www.forerunner.com/video/freedom.html
http://www.forerunner.com/video/abortion-clinic-911-calls
https://www.forerunner.com/prolife/prolife.html
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“I was going to have an abortion until I saw your video. Praise Jesus!”
— M. Drew, YouTube Commenter

Special discount price:
DVD $4.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

Massacre of Innocence (DVD)

Exposing The Occult Roots of Abortion

This presentation looks at the spiritual roots of abortion and exposes the myths surrounding child killing. Little known
historical facts about abortion and how they relate to modern feminism are presented logically and accurately. Has
been effective in converting many to a pro-life position.

Massacre of Innocence goes where no pro-life presentation has gone before in “tearing the lid off abortion” to reveal
the spiritual realities we must battle if we will bring an end to this crime. The presentation is absorbing, fast-paced,
informative and incredibly devastating to any attempt to justify abortion.

“… an extraordinary statement … a powerfully articulate presentation about what abortion really means, and why a
great and moral nation like the United States must not allow the slaughter to continue.”
— Congressman Robert K. Dornan

Running time: 85 minutes

Packaged in a double DVD case with the updated The Abortion Matrix DVD.

Special discount price:
DVD $19.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

http://www.forerunner.com/video/abortion-clinic-911-calls
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Frank Schaeffer Will You Please Shut Up! (Book)

High Quality Paperback — 200 pages

A Reasonable Response to Christian Postmodernism

Includes a response to the book Christian Jihad by Colonel V. Doner

The title of this book is a misnomer. In reality, I am not trying to get anyone to shut up, but rather to provoke a
discussion. This book is a warning about the philosophy of “Christian postmodernism” and the threat that it poses not
only to Christian orthodoxy, but to the peace and prosperity our culture as well. The purpose is to equip the reader with
some basic principles that can be used to refute their arguments.

Part 1 is a response to some of the recent writings by Frank Schaeffer, the son of the late Francis Schaeffer. This was
originally written as a defense against Frank’s attacks on pro-life street activism – a movement that his father helped
bring into being through his books, A Christian Manifesto, How Should We Then Live? and Whatever Happened to the
Human Race? These works have impacted literally hundreds of thousands of Christian activists.

Part 2 is a response to Colonel Doner and his book, Christian Jihad: Neo-Fundamentalists and the Polarization of
America. Doner was one of the key architects of the Christian Right that emerged in the 1980s, who now represents
the disillusionment and defection many Christian activists experienced in the 1990s and 2000s. There is still great
hope for America to be reformed according to biblical principles. As a new generation is emerging, it is important to
recognize the mistakes that Christian activists have made in the past even while holding to a vision for the future.

Special discount price:
(Book) $14.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information
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If you like the articles on this website, you may also be interested in:
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Amazing Grace: The History and Theology of Calvinism (DVD)

Featured Articles

Authority of Scripture
Marilyn Manson
The Real Jesus
Da Vinci Code

 
The Abortion Matrix
DVD: Update

The Abortion
Matrix:
Defeating Child
Sacrifice and the
Culture of Death
is a 195-minute
presentation that
traces the biblical
roots of child
sacrifice and then
delves into the social,
political and cultural
fall-out that this sin
against God has
produced. You can
order this series on
DVD, read the
complete script and
view clips on-line...
continued ...
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